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Abstract—OpenBTS is a software-based GSM BTS, which
allows GSM cell phone users to make phone calls or send SMS
(short messages), without using a commercial service provider
network. OpenBTS is known as the first open source
implementation of the GSM industry standard protocol. The
OpenBTS network is a network that is easy to implement and
also inexpensive in maintenance and installation. Communication
using a cell phone is not only needed in urban areas but remote
areas currently require. But the problem is that not all remote
areas get services from commercial cellular operators. By
implementing mobile phone communication using OpenBTS,
remote communication is very likely to be implemented. In this
research communication design was delivered using GSM mobile
phones using OpenBTS with telephone and SMS services.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Communication is a process in which a person or several
people, groups, organizations, and communities create, and use
the information to connect with the environment and others [1].
Even so, they can exchange information.
Voice Over Internet Protocol (VoIP) is the easiest way to
make phone calls over the internet by sending packets through
a packet switched networks [7]. This technology does not use
the Public Telephone Network (PSTN), but calls are made
through internet protocol data networks. VoIP has enormous
benefits of increasing savings, high-quality voice and video
streaming and some other value-added services. The current
VoIP software applications that have been used are Skype,
Google talks and Windows Live Messenger, and other similar
applications.
OpenBTS (Open Source Base Transceiver Station) is an
open source GSM-based GSM software, which allows GSM
phones to communicate without a network of commercial
cellular operators [4]. OpenBTS is known as the first open
source implementation of the standard GSM industry protocol.
For transmitting power of 100mW, the price is around 25
million rupiah per piece, far below the usual Cellular BTS
which is usually in the order of a million to several billion
rupiahs.
One of the criteria in remote areas contained in article 2 of
Permendikbud Number 34 of 2012 are not available and/or
very limited in public facilities, educational facilities, health
facilities, electricity facilities, information and communication
facilities, and clean water facilities.

To enable remote communication, in this case,
communication in areas using a mobile phone, this condition
includes communication at the same time. OpenBTS which is a
GSM-paketbased software which is open source and allows
communication free of cost from commercial cellular
operators. Communication using OpenBTS can be built
independently.
II.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

A. OpenBTS Architecture
Basically, VoIP-based communication utilizing the internet
network [7] is sufficient, but in the field, the communication
infrastructure that used to exist is GSM-based, the
communication device that is widely used is GSM-based. For
this reason, further research is needed to bridge this problem.
OpenBTS is the solution for this, where OpenBTS is able to
unite internet-based communication and GSM. So that
communication technology still uses VoIP but the advanced
network uses GSM.
OpenBTS is a BTS using a software-based GSM (Global
System for Mobile Communications) network, which allows
GSM mobile phone users to make phone calls or short
messages in this case SMS (Short Message Service), without
using a network of telephone operators commercial mobile.
open source software used to revolutionize mobile networks
using traditional telco, traditional, complex protocols and
hardware systems with flexible internet protocols and network
architecture [8]. In this study used OpenBTS V5.0, which
features GPRS Support, A3-A8-A5 / 1 authentication and
encryption, handover support, and more structured files.
The BTS function for sending and receiving GSM signals
is replaced by USRP (Universal Software Radio Peripheral)
which is controlled by transceiver applications. All activities
on layer 1 (one) on the BTS side will be processed by USRP.
Furthermore, the upper layer functions of BSC and MSC will
be replaced by OpenBTS software. Then the VLR and HLR
functions as registers will be replaced by asterisk software. All
software on this network communicates using SIP (session
initiation protocol). USRP is a high-speed Digital Signal
Processing (DSP) based radio-based radio platform for the
practical development and deployment of flexible RF systems
from DC to 6 GHz. USRP is hardware and currently has
several versions. The most recent version uses Gigabit Ethernet
so it can be stored on top of the tower easily in order to cover a
wider area [2]. Figure 1 is the default OpenBTS architecture
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[8]. Figure 2 is an OpenBTS system of Range Network type
RAD1 production, in this case, used in research. The price of
the RAD1 OpenBTS module is quite expensive for the size of
the study, currently, around the US $ 3,000 and must be
purchased
directly
from
the
United
States
(https://rangenetworks.com/get-started/), entered in the USRP1

category. But when compared to the price of commercial BTS
is not based on open-source software that is widely used for the
same specification OpenBTS price is very cheap, because the
price of commercial BTS can reach US$ 300,000. Commercial
BTS is about 100 (one hundred) times more expensive than
OpenBTS.

Fig. 1. OpenBTS standard architecture [2].

C. Asterisk
Asterisk is a free and open source framework for building
communications applications that can transform ordinary
computers into rich communications server or central phone
features [5]. The Asterisk function used in OpenBTS is PBX
Switching Core, which functions to handle incoming calls in
the direction of Asterisk, calls can come from various
interfaces and Asterisk can be used to create and deploy a wide
range of telephony applications and services, including IP
PBXs, VoIP gateways, calls center ACDs and IVR systems.
Asterisk is released under the GNU General Public License
(GPL) and is available for free download.
D. Smqueue
OpenBTS requires to store and forward facilities such as
the SMS Center of a conventional GSM network to send SMS.
This function is represented by a smqueue application [3].
Smqueue uses the RFC 3428 standard as a method for sending
Instant messages between users on the OpenBTS network. This
standard is an extension of the SIP, therefore the procedure for
connecting also follows the protocol.
III.

Fig. 2. OpenBTS module type USRP1 from Range Network

B. UHD
UHD (USRP Hardware Driver) is a device driver provided
by Research Ettus for use by USRP products. This product
supports Linux, MacOS, and Windows platforms. Some
frameworks include GNU Radio, LabVIEW, Matlab and
Simulink using UHD [6]. Functions provided by UHD can also
be accessed directly with the UHD API, which provides native
support for C ++. UHD also provides the portability of the
entire family of USRP products. Applications developed for a
particular USRP model will support other USRP models if
proper consideration is given to sample rates and other
parameters. PyBOMBS (Phyton Build Overlay Managed
Bundle System) is a management system for resolving
dependencies or a collection of multiple applications for radio
software including UHD installations.

DESIGN PROCESS

The design process begins by installing USRP (Universal
Peripheral Radio Software) which is equipped with USRP
drivers using GnuRadio to introduce the software operating
system used in Linux Ubuntu. After GnuRadio is installed and
knows USRP, OpenBTS's open process is the main software
that utilizes USRP. The main key of OpenBTS is an IP-based
telephone center (Softswitch), in this study Asterisk was then a
means of registering a GSM SIM card. The process is carried
out with a GSM communication system like the services of
commercial cellular operators in general.
The system used is a collection of several software and
devices that communicate with each other. OpenBTS and all
software that is on the list of needs for computers.
The entire system components designed and their
interconnections are shown in the block diagram in Figure 3.
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UHD

The use of the system starts with new users who have not
registered in the OpenBTS system to register, by configuring
the BTS option on the mobile phone in the BTS name option
selected as the name of the built BTS, in this case, the name
configured is OpenBTS, as shown in Figure 4.

Python

Asterisk

Backend

Frontend
Work Place (Ubuntu)
PHP

OpenBTS

package

USRP RAD1
Smart Phone

Cell Phone

Fig. 3. System Block Diagram

From Figure 3 it can be seen that there are 3 main systems
namely backend, Works Place, and frontend. The backend
itself is a link between USRP RAD1 and workplace, using the
UHD-hosted package. The workplace itself is a place where
the operator/admin organizes the network through the
OpenBTS interface and other supporting packages. While
frontend is a system that regulates the relationship between
users (Smartphones, cell phones) and other users.
The hardware component used is the RangeNetwork USRP
type RAD1 (USRP1), while the software used is the Linux
Operating System Ubuntu 14.04 32bit LTS, GNURadio,
OpenBTS 5.0 (asterisk, sipauthserve, smqueue, openbts).
Before the installation process, some initial configuration is
required. The first major configuration is USRP Handling,
Ubuntu uses udev to handle hotplug devices, and in default
does not provide non-root access to USRP. For this reason,
several scripts are done to make USRP accessible to non-root,
in this case, to handle USRP connect via USB both live and
hotplug. If the USRP handling process is successful, the USRP
will be recognized by the operating system.
The installation process starts with the installation of
development packages so that the installation supports UHD,
namely: libboost-all-dev libusb-1.0-0-dev python-cheetah
doxygen python-docutils autoconf libtool libosip2-dev libortpdev g ++ sqlite3 libsqlite3-dev erlang libreadline6 -dev
libncurses5-dev libuhd-dev libuhd003 libboost-dev ntp. The
installation process continues with the GNURadio, OpenBTS
installation. After the installation process, the basic
configuration process on SQLite is done to create the
OpenBTS database. Before being activated, the system reboots
so that all installations work. The final stage is the activation of
the following applications:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Asterisk, as a telephone operator machine
Sipauthserve, as a registration machine for the SIP protocol
Smqueue, as an SMS engine
Openbts, as a BTS engine
IV.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Telephone Card Registration

Fig. 4. Registration Process

The operator's technical and administrative process before
registering is registering the IMSI and giving a telephone
number, in this case mapping the selected telephone number to
IMSI into the OpenBTS database.The process is as follows:
IMSI 1st mobile 510113157642463, this will be numbered
0201063001, the order is:
sudo asterisk -rx "database put IMSI IMSI510113157642463
0201063001"
sudo asterisk -rx "database put PHONENUMBER 0201063001
IMSI510113157642463"
IMSI 2nd mobile 510101421302212, this will be numbered
0201063002, the commands are:
sudo asterisk -rx "database put IMSI IMSI510101421302212
0201063002"
sudo asterisk -rx "database put PHONENUMBER 0201063002
IMSI510101421302212"
The test results after number mapping can be seen in the
asterisk database, via the asterisk -rx command "database
show" will read as follows:
/IMSI/IMSI510101421302212
/IMSI/IMSI510113157642463
/PHONENUMBER/0201063001
/PHONENUMBER/0201063002

: 0201063002
: 0201063001
: IMSI510113157642463
: IMSI510101421302212

After the registration process the operator then the
telephone operator through the registration process, in this
case, activates the IMEI sim card used which has been
registered in the database server and the user will get a new
alias or phone number that can be used in the OpenBTS
network. The activation process by sending an SMS to number
101 with the contents of the telephone number message that
has been mapped, if the number activation process is
successful, the system will send an SMS sign of successful
registration activation as shown in Figure 5.
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Fig. 5. Successful Registration

B. Telephone Service
Telephone services starting with the system will check the
IMSI data and the destination number to be registered or not. If
it is registered, it will be connected to the destination number
and the phone record data will be stored in the system
database. If the destination number is not registered, the system
will send a warning and if the destination number is busy, the
system will send a busy tone, as in Figure 6.
Fig. 7. Telephone Call Debugging

The OpenBTS system debugging results in /var/log/syslog
observations when used as a telephone service can be seen in
Figure 7. It can be seen that the system runs the SIP protocol
by calling IMSI, so it is not a call based on the telephone
number, even though it is calling based on the telephone
number, but actually the number is the card number, in this
case, IMSI, while the telephone number is formed by the
operator.
C. SMS Service
The system starts by entering the message via the 1st cell
phone then the message is sent to the 2nd cell phone. The
OpenBTS system will check IMSI data, fill in the message and
destination number before sending it to the destination number.
If the destination number is registered, the SMS data will enter
the SMS database and the SMS queue system will then be sent
to the destination number registered on the system. The
shipping process can be seen in Figure 8.
Fig. 6. Telephone Call
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D. Signal Quality
Voice quality and SMS reception are very dependent on the
condition of the signal strength emitted by the antenna. As an
illustration of the results of sound quality testing in this study
using indoor standard antennas can be seen in table 1.
TABLE I.
Distance
(m)
3
6
9
12
15
20
25
27
30
Fig. 8. SMS Between Cellphones

The OpenBTS system debugging results in /var/log/syslog
observations when used as an SMS service can be seen in
Figure 9. It appears that Smqueue happened to call -1st to the
2nd phone with the short message "test dari hp 1" and vice
versa from the phone to-2 to the phone-1 with the contents of
the short message "kirim balik sms dari hp 2".

SOUND QUALITY RECEIVED BASED ON DISTANCE AND
SIGNAL STRENGTH

Signal Quality
(dBm)
-53
-55
-57
-57
-59
-64
-67
-71
-81

Signal Quality
(mW)
0,0000050119
0,0000031623
0,0000019953
0,0000019953
0,0000012589
0,0000003981
0,0000001995
0,0000000794
0,0000000079

Sound Quality
Very good
Very good
Good
Good
Enough
Not good
Not good
Bad
Bad

The next test is SMS, carried out on the message delay sent
based on signal strength and distance from USRP, the results of
the test can be seen in table 2.
TABLE II.
Distance
(m)
3
6
9
12
15
20
25
27
30

SIGNAL QUALITY TESTING BASED ON DISTANCE
AND QUALITY OF SMS

Signal Quality
(dBm)
-51
-53
-56
-56
-60
-64
-69
-71
-85

Signal Quality
(mW)
0,0000079433
0,0000050119
0,0000025119
0,0000025119
0,0000010000
0,0000003981
0,0000001259
0,0000000794
0,0000000032

SMS sending
Sent
Sent
Sent
Sent
Sent
Sent
Sent
Not sent
Not sent

From tables 1 and 2 it can be concluded that the quality of
service from OpenBTS will depend on the distance and also
the signal quality obtained by the user. The mathematical
calculations to get signal quality (mW) are as follows:

P(mW) = 1mW · 10(P(dBm)/ 10)
Example : 13dBm = ? Mh

P(mW) = 1mW · 10(13dBm/ 10) = 19.95mW
So 13dBm is 19.95mW.
V.

Fig. 9. SMS Debugging

CONCLUSION

From the results of research conducted, the design of
mobile telephone communications without involving
commercial cellular operators is very likely to be applied in
remote areas, this is because without involving commercial
cellular operators telephone and SMS services can be realized.
In connection with sound quality and SMS reception, it can be
improved by using an amplified outdoor antenna. The main
problem in implementing the system is only on OpenBTS
hardware that must be imported from outside because in
Indonesia no one sells the equipment. But with the progress of
the Online-based purchase system, the procurement of
OpenBTS hardware is not an obstacle. From the results of the
research achievements, further research that is currently being
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developed is GPRS data service to provide information and
post-disaster data to the SAR team regarding the location of the
victim and can be seen in real-time through a web browser on a
smartphone. This research can be realized because
communication can be realized independently with smartphone
communication devices that are commonly sold in the market
but in realizing a communication system without involving
commercial operators.
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